TRIBAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Information Security Department

About Our Department

What You’ll Learn

The Information Security Department (IS) at San Manuel is

An internship with Information Security (IS) will serve as a

rapidly expanding our ability to identify cyber threats and protect

behind-the-scenes look at daily operations. During the internship

the Casino and Tribal community from cyber-related incidents.

program, participants will learn:

Technology plays a key role in all things San Manuel, especially as
we continue to see an increasing demand for modernization at

There is No ‘I’ in Team

every level. The IS team enables the enterprise to adapt quickly

To work collaboratively with the entire IS team and create

and develop modern business practices that increasingly rely on

education materials on cybersecurity and phishing; configure

our fully engaged team to securely conduct operations.

and monitor data loss prevention and management tools; the
importance of endpoint protection and analysis; how to respond

Information Technology is a growing industry within San Manuel,

to a cyber security incident.

offering career advancement through several avenues to meet
enterprise goals and demands. We rely on our diverse talents to

Let’s Talk

identify the need for new technologies and rapidly implement,

Why clear and consistent communication is necessary when

modify and tune security practices to protect the Casino and

responding to incidents across the enterprise, and why it’s

Tribal community.

important to help those not savvy with technology become
more accustomed to new practices in San Manuel’s day-to-day

What You Will Do

operations.

You’ll help develop policies, baselines, standards, guidelines,
processes and procedures to protect and secure sensitive

Become a Technical Sleuth

data. You’ll help identify potential security risks to San Manuel-

How to become career IS Team member after your internship

related information and systems, and educate the community

is completed. There are several certification programs available

about potential security risks through awareness, training and

through local and nationwide colleges and universities, including

communication. You’ll work alongside our team of “technical

our partners at Crafton Hills College.

sleuths” to develop potential security risk scenarios and present
narratives to stakeholders that are easy to understand. You’ll
develop an understanding of potential threats and help the Tribe
in reducing risk and raising the bar on information security.

